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Wushu Fan Kata #1 

 

Note: before attempting this kata, please read the keys on the back of this page. 
Steps Description of movements 

Attention (Facing North) Stand at attention stance with toes and heels together.  Hold the fan in the right 

hand, with the left hand over the right and the top of the fan about eye level. 

Bow Lean forward and back up. 

1 (Still facing North) Jump to a riding stance with a double low block. 

2 Slide the left leg back, turn 90 degrees to the left (West) into a deep left forward stance and 

thrust with the fan (right hand) like a middle punch, with the left hand on top of the right elbow.  

3 Slide the right leg back, turn 180 degrees clockwise in a deep left back stance, while raising 

the left hand in a high open hand rising block and a downward strike with the fan (right hand).  

(The right toe should be pointed to the East). 

4 Open the fan crisply.  (Upright) 

5 Pull the right leg back into cat stance while sliding the left open knife hand down the right 

shoulder and arm, closing the fan at the base of the right hip.  (Right toe pointed to the East). 

6 Step forward with the right foot into a deep right forward stance, while raising the left hand in 

a high open hand rising block and thrusting (like a middle punch) with the fan (right hand).    
(Right toe pointed to the East). 

7 Move the right foot in a stomping motion to center stance (Now facing North), while opening 

the left palm and punching it with the right fist.  

8 With the right foot, step behind the left foot (to the West) into X stance and rotate clockwise 

270 degrees spinning on the left foot to a left cat stance (right toe is facing east).  During this 

rotation pull the base of the fan to the right hip (coiling for a thrust). 

9 With the right toe still facing East, step forward with the right foot into a deep forward right 

stance, while raising the left hand in a high open hand rising block and thrusting (like a middle 

punch) with the fan (right hand).  (Note: this is the same as step 6)  

10 Open the fan crisply.  (Sideways) 

11 Keeping the fan open, place the bottom side of the fan against the chest, hiding the left hand 

behind the fan and moving the right foot behind the left foot into a deep X stance (now facing 

North). 

12 With the right foot, step to the right and pick the left foot up into flag (also called crane) 

position.  Pause to display good balance. 

13 With the left foot, step to the left (west) and close the fan.  Without stopping shuffle one more 

step to the left while placing the fan on the right hip and thrusting with the left arm on the 

right elbow during the last left step.  (Note: the sequence of foot work is Long left, short right 

(coil), long left (thrust).  The thrust ends in a deep left forward stance facing the left (West). 

14 Move the left foot behind the right foot (to the east) in an extra deep X stance and thrust to the right 

with the fan, while throwing an open hand rising block with the left hand.  Key: to reach farther with 

the left leg, keep the right knee deeply bent.  Note: the upper body is still facing North. 

15 Open the fan crisply.  (Upside down) 

16 Rotate counter clockwise on the right foot, bringing the left foot to the right at the end of the 

rotation to end facing North.  During this rotation turn the fan upright and place in front of 

chest like step 11. 

17 Close the fan with the left hand.  (Fan is now going up behind the arm. 

18 Bow with both arms at your side. 
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Keys to learning Wushu Fan Kata #1 

 

 
Riding stance = Spread legs out like riding a horse, bend knees, keep toes pointed forward & back 

straight. 

 

Forward stance = Front leg bent, 70% of weight on front leg.  Back leg straight.  Stance should be a 

minimum of shoulder width wide.  From front to back, feet should be about the same distance as riding 

stance.  A left forward stance will have the left leg forward.  Front leg should be bent deep enough you 

can not see your toes. 

 

 
 

Back stance = Back leg bent with 70% of weight on the back leg.  Front leg slightly bent.  The front heel 

should line up with the back heel.  The front toe should be pointed forward.  The back toe should be 

pointed 90 degrees to the side, so the angle of the feet makes an L shape.  A left back stance will have the 

left foot back. 

 
 Cat stance = A cat stance is very similar to a back stance, except that 90% of the weight is on the 

back foot & the feet are much closer together.  Place your heels together, making an L shape.  Pick 

the front heel up so the toe is barely touching the floor.  A left cat stance has the left foot back. 

 Central Stance = The feet and legs are together, with knees bent.  

 X Stance = Bend the front knee & place the back leg to the side, behind the front leg with the 

knee touching the back of the front calf. 

 Directional assistance: The terms North, South, East and West are used.  North is the direction 

faced when beginning the kata.  They are not to be taken literally, they represent 90-degree angles. 

 This kata opens the fan three times.  The first time, the fan is positioned up right.  The second time 

it is sideways, and the third time it is upside down. 

 When thrusting with the fan, keep it closed. 

Left Forward Stance  

(facing to the left) 

Left Back Stance 

(facing to the right) 


